Registration Restrictions on CS Courses for Fall 2014

Courses

Because of the overwhelming demand for our courses, the CS Department must unfortunately restrict courses to students required specifically to take those courses. We will lift restrictions on as many seats as we can on the dates listed below. Please note that we will be holding back seats in some courses for students who will be entering our department closer to the beginning of the fall semester so if a course appears closed, that means we have reached the enrollment cap for the moment and will not allow anyone in except students admitted to our majors (hence there might be sections with “negative” seats left). All restrictions lifted at 11:00 am on the day listed below.

If your current major REQUIRES you to take a restricted course, you may contact us about lifting these restrictions for you. However, we cannot lift these restrictions for other purposes, including taking a minor in CS, or planning to transfer in to CS in the near future.

CS 101: Undergrads only but no other restrictions

CS 105: Undergrads only but no other restrictions

CS 125: Restricted to new freshmen in CS programs until the 1st day of class (August 25).

CS 173: Restricted to undergrads in CS programs and Comp E majors until April 30. Some seats held back until 1st day of class.

CS 225: Restricted to undergrads in CS programs and Comp E majors until April 30. Some seats held back until 1st day of class.

CS 233/398: Restricted to undergrads in CS programs until 1st day of classes.

CS 241 and CS 242: Restricted to CS majors indefinitely.

CS 357: Restricted to CS majors until the first day of classes (August 25).

400-level CS classes – see below:

- CS 421: undergrads in CS programs until April 30. Some seats held back until first day of classes.
- CS 473: restricted until we’re sure all CS majors who need it have had a chance to register
- CS 420: No restrictions
- CS 450: No restrictions
- CS courses cross-listed with ECE (CS 423, 425, 438, 440, 460, 461, 463, 477): undergrads in CS AND ECE programs. Some seats held back until August (for incoming MCS students)
- CS 492: Restricted to CS majors indefinitely
- All other 400-level CS courses: Restricted to CS majors until April 30. Then ECE majors can register. Restrictions lifted for the rest of campus May 7. We will hold some seats back for incoming MCS students.

CS 374 (CS 498 section 374): Restricted indefinitely. Special enrollment process for CS and Comp E majors only.